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Abstract

Children in cages, rampant sexual abuse, lack of access to life-saving medical treatment, and more. These human rights violations continue to occur in immigration prisons in the United States today, and given the scope, many, including the United Nations, are pushing the United States to abolish immigration prisons altogether. However, the Biden administration has demonstrated that is not interested in supporting the abolition of immigration prisons, not even in the international human rights arena.

After providing a brief overview of international human rights law prohibiting immigration prisons, this essay explores U.N. recommendations on immigration prisons from each of the Universal Periodic Reviews of the United States over the past ten years, as well as the U.S. responses to those recommendations. Through that exploration, it is made clear that while the Biden administration has showed an eagerness for reform in other areas, the administration missed an important opportunity this year to step up as a global leader and demonstrate commitment to the progressive realization of the full spectrum of human rights of migrants and set the United States on a path towards the abolition of immigration prisons.
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I. Introduction

...widespread and increasingly systematic human rights violations committed against migrants by State officials, criminals and private citizens have not only grown into a major global governance challenge, but have become one of the greatest human tragedies of our time.

- Nils Melzer, Special Rapporteur on torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment2

Children in cages.3 Children separated from their parents and ‘lost’ in the system.4

Endless solitary confinement.5 Women forced to undergo unneeded hysterectomies.6

---


6 See e.g., Azadeh Shahshahani & Priyanka Bhatt, ICE Shut Down One Gruesome Detention Center—Then Transferred Immigrants to Another, THE PROGRESSIVE MAG. (June 18, 2021), https://progressive.org/latest/ice-gruesome-detention-center-bhatt-shahshahani-210618/ (discussing human rights abuses at Georgia’s Irwin Detention Center, including forced sterilization and sexual abuse); Jose Olivares & John Washington, ICE Detention Center Shuttered Following Repeated Allegations of Medical Misconduct, THE INTERCEPT (May 20, 2021), https://theintercept.com/2021/05/20/ice-irwin-hysterectomies-medical/ (discussing a pattern of medical procedures being performed without consent on immigrant women in...
and other discriminatory policies.\textsuperscript{7} Systematic sexual abuse.\textsuperscript{8} Denial of access to life-saving medication, let alone other forms of medical treatment,\textsuperscript{9} including COVID-19 precautions, testing, or vaccines during the pandemic.\textsuperscript{10} No heat in the winter, heat stroke in the summer.\textsuperscript{11}

\begin{footnotesize}
\footnote{ICE detention, including hysterectomies); \textit{ICE Transfers Women Out Of Detention Center That Became Infamous Over Allegations Of Forced Sterilization}, INSIDER (May 3, 2021), \url{https://www.businessinsider.com/ices-irwin-county-detention-center-transfers-remaining-women-lawyer-says-2021-4/}; Victoria Bekiempis, \textit{More immigrant women say they were abused by ICE gynecologist}, \textit{The Guardian} (Dec. 22, 2020), \url{https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/dec/22/ice-gynecologist-hysterectomies-georgia} (discussing the abuse of more than 40 women while in ICE custody, including unnecessary hysterectomies).


\textsuperscript{10} See e.g., Felipe De La Hoz, \textit{ICE Locks Down Facility as Women Protest Handling of Possible Tuberculosis Case}, \textit{The Intercept} (June 12, 2021), \url{https://theintercept.com/2021/06/12/ice-louisiana-tuberculosis/} (discussing how migrant women were put on a communication lockdown after they protested in response to a tuberculosis outbreak and lack of prompt medical treatment in ICE custody); Sam Levin, \textit{US Immigration: A Trans Woman Detained by ICE for Two Years Is Fighting for Freedom: ‘I’ve been forgotten’}, \textit{The Guardian} (June 9, 2021), \url{https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/jun/09/a-trans-woman-detained-by-ice-for-two-years-is-fighting-for-freedom-ive-been-forgotten/} (discussing transgender migrants denied medical treatment in ICE detention, including medical treatment for HIV); \textit{Praying for Handsoap and Masks: Health and Human Rights Violations in U.S. Immigration Detention during the COVID-19 Pandemic}, PHYSICIANS FOR HUMAN RIGHTS (Jan. 12, 2021), \url{https://phr.org/our-work/resources/praying-for-hand-soap-and-masks/}; \textit{Northwest Detention Center}, supra note 9, at 3-4.


\end{footnotesize}
Deaths. No access, let alone right, to an attorney. Each of these human rights violations were perpetrated this year by U.S. officials in immigration prisons.

At the Southern Border, migrants are held in tents. In Missouri, where I practice and teach, migrants are held in local jails. Many migrants are also held in in Federal Bureau of


See e.g., Northwest Detention Center, supra note 10.


I follow Professor César Cuauhtémoc García Hernández’s lead in using the term “immigration prisons” to refer to secure facilities in which migrants are confined due to a suspected or confirmed violation of U.S. immigration law. This term does not differentiate between migrants imprisoned for criminal or civil purposes, and includes migrants confined under civil legal powers, such as those assigned to ICE, under criminal legal powers, such as those assigned to the U.S. Bureau of Prisons, state prisons, local jails, or otherwise. See César Cuauhtémoc García Hernández, Abolishing Immigration Prisons, 97 B.U. L. REV. 245, 248 (2017).


Prisons Criminal Alien Requirement ("CAR") prisons. Other migrants are held in state and federal prisons.

The number of migrants subject to human rights violations in the United States is staggering. The United States caged over 1.3 million migrant women, children, and men in 2019. In just one month—April 2021—U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement ("ICE") took more than 178,000 migrants into custody. Comparatively, 60,000 people were detained in all twelve months of 2020 for non-immigration federal criminal charges.

Given the scope of the ongoing terrible things happening today in immigration prisons, many, including the United Nations, are pushing the United States to abolish immigration prisons altogether. However, it is now clear that the Biden administration is not interested in

---


22 Achieving American’s Immigration Promise: ABA Recommendations to Advance Justice, Fairness and Efficiency, AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION (2021), https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/
abolition,\textsuperscript{23} not even on the world stage.\textsuperscript{24} The Biden administration’s disinterest in abolition was made clear in its written response\textsuperscript{25} to the U.N. Human Rights Council’s recommendations

\begin{center}
\end{center}

\textsuperscript{23} I follow my colleague Brendan Roediger’s brilliant lead in his explanation of abolition in practice:

\begin{itemize}
  \item Demystifying: Explaining what a legal system or apparatus actually does (as opposed to what it says it does).
  \item Delegitimizing: Explaining why it does what it does (as opposed to why it says it does what it does).
  \item Disempowering/Dismantling: Collectively implementing interventions that move us closer to the elimination of the system or apparatus — interventions that ideally diminish suffering while weakening the system or apparatus.
  \item Dreaming: Imagining (not reimagining) ways of collective existence.
\end{itemize}


\textsuperscript{25} Id.
One of the greatest human tragedies of our time from the Universal Periodic Review of the United States in March 2021. The new administration’s response, instead of pushing for a path towards abolition of immigration prisons, was a disappointing mix of false hopes and outright lies.

This essay begins with an overview of the U.S. immigration prison system, arguing that the system is irreparably broken, horrifyingly expensive to maintain, and serves no purpose other than to perpetuate abuse and discrimination against migrants. The essay then provides a summary of the international human rights law, which clearly prohibits all immigration prisons. Lastly, the essay explores the U.N. Human Rights Council’s recommendations on immigration prisons from all three Universal Periodic Reviews of the United States as well as the U.S. responses to those recommendations, arguing that the Biden administration missed an important opportunity to step up as global leader to promote the human rights of migrants and forge a path towards abolition of immigration prisons.

II. The Irreparably Broken U.S. Immigration Prison System

The U.S. immigration prison system is vast, expensive, and serves no valid purpose. This section discusses each of the four main arms U.S. immigration prison system in turn: 1) U.S. Customs and Border Protection (“Border Patrol”); 2) ICE; 3) U.S. Marshals and the Federal Bureau of Prisons; and 4) state prisons and local jails, focusing on the rationale and authority of

---

26 The Universal Periodic Review is a unique process whereby the human rights record of each U.N. member state is reviewed every four and a half years by fellow U.N. member states. See U.N. Office of the High Commissioner on Human Rights, Maximizing the use of the Universal Periodic Review at country level: Practice Guidance (Aug. 18, 2020), https://www.ohchr.org/en/hrbodies/upr/pages/uprmain.aspx. A working group of the U.N. Human Rights Council reviews each member states’ implementation of the human rights commitments and obligations set out in the U.N. Charter, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and all human rights treaties ratified, as well as voluntary pledges and commitments made by the state. See id. at 3. There is no other universal human rights mechanism of this kind in existence. See id. The goal of the Universal Periodic Review process is to improve the human rights situation “in all countries and address human rights violations wherever they occur.” Id.

27 See A/HRC/46/15/Add.1, supra note 20.

28 See A/HRC/46/15/Add.1, supra note 20. An example of an outright lie: “When non-citizen children are placed in government custody, we ensure they are placed in the least restrictive setting and treated in a safe, dignified, and secure manner”. Id. at ¶ 18.
each of these arms to detain immigrants, as well as the conditions of detention. This section concludes by debunking common myths regarding the need for immigration prisons and argues the system is irreparably broken.

The first arm of the U.S. immigration prison system is the U.S. Customs and Border Protection, otherwise known as the “Border Patrol”. The border patrol is the largest arm of the immigration prison system, detaining hundreds of thousands of migrants each year. The Border Patrol detains men, women, and children at or near any of the U.S. borders, including at ports and airports. By U.S. law, detention at the border should not be without justification or punitive. However, reality indicates otherwise.

On the Southern border of the United States, there are two main types of Border Patrol prisons. The first are cement cells described as “iceboxes” because of the frigid temperatures experienced by those detained. The second type of Border Patrol prison is called the “dog pound” because of the chain-link fencing. At times, the Border Patrol has also detained families and children outside under bridges and in makeshift open-air tents. While the Border

---

29 See supra note 19.
31 Zadvydas v. Davis, 533 U.S. 678, 690 (2001) (holding that non-criminal detention is only allowed in special circumstances where the government has shown a justification that outweighs the individual’s private interest in freedom from restraint); R.I.L.R. v. Johnson, 80 F. SUPP. 3D 164 (D.D.C. 2015) (granting preliminary injunction against ICE’s blanket “No-Release Policy” of asylum-seeking central American families at the border).
34 See id. at 2; Molly Hennessy-Fiske, Border Patrol Holds Migrant Families for Days Under a South Texas Bridge, LOS ANGELES TIMES (Mar. 24, 2021), https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2021-
Patrol is required by law to hold people for the “least amount of time required for their processing, transfer, release, or repatriation,” not longer than seventy-two hours, most people are held by the Border Patrol for greater periods of time, often for months.

The second arm of the U.S. immigration prison system is maintained by the U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement, otherwise known as “ICE.” ICE has the authority to detain migrants who are suspected or confirmed to have violated U.S. civil immigration law. ICE also often keeps migrants in detention while their court case regarding their rights to remain in the United States moves through the immigration court system.

The group of migrants detained by ICE also includes many asylum seekers, who have a right under international law not to be detained for coming to the U.S. to seek asylum. In fact, most of the migrants detained by ICE do not have a deportation order and may never have one, meaning many of the migrants detained by ICE should never have been detained under international law. Many migrants win the right to remain in the United States or otherwise have their immigration cases terminated or closed. ICE uses a variety of facilities to detain

---


37 Of the four arms of the U.S. immigration prison system, ICE detains the second largest number of migrants. See supra note 19.

38 See e.g., R.I.L.R. v. Johnson, supra note 31.

39 See e.g., A/HRC/37/50 ¶15. See also MIGRATING TO PRISON, supra note 18 at 7 (“[i]mmigration law treats asylum seekers worthy of confinement”).

40 See García Hernández, supra note 14 at 250; A/HRC/37/50 ¶15.

41 Id.
migrants. These include state and federal prisons, private detention centers, hotels, and even hospitals. In 2019, individuals were held in ICE custody for an average of fifty-five days.

The third arm of the U.S. immigration detention system is centered around the U.S. Marshals Service, which detains migrants facing prosecution for federal immigration crimes, the most common immigration crimes being crossing the border into the United States without inspection and reentry after a previous deportation. Although Congress first criminalized migrant entry without inspection and reentry after deportation in 1929, these crimes were not heavily prosecuted until the 1990s and 2000s. Today, fifty-two percent of all federal criminal prosecutions are for immigration-related crimes.

After conviction—and practically everyone charged with a federal immigration crime is eventually convicted in the United States—these migrants are transferred to private CAR

---

42 See e.g., IMMIGRATION DETENTION IN THE UNITED STATES BY AGENCY, supra note 34 at 3.
43 IMMIGRATION DETENTION IN THE UNITED STATES BY AGENCY, supra note 34 at 4. See also Malik Ndaula with Debbie Satyal, Rafiu’s Story: An American Immigrant Nightmare, in KEEPING OUT THE OTHER: A CRITICAL INTRODUCTION TO IMMIGRATION ENFORCEMENT TODAY 241, 250 (David C. Brotherton & Philip Kretsedemas eds., 2008) (“They call immigration detention civil confinement, but prison is prison no matter what label you use, and prison breaks people’s souls, hearts, and even minds.”).
44 Immigration Detention in the United States by Agency, supra note 34 at 10. See also 8 U.S.C. § 1325; 1326.
47 TRAC REPORTS, IMMIGRATION NOW 52 PERCENT OF ALL FEDERAL CRIMINAL PROSECUTIONS (Nov. 28, 2016), https://trac.syr.edu/tracreports/crim/446/. In 1970, only 575 people were charged with a federal immigration crime. MIGRATING TO PRISON, supra note 18 at 10.
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prisons.\textsuperscript{48} The average length of time spent by migrants in private CAR prisons is six years,\textsuperscript{49} but over twenty-five percent of migrants in CAR prisons are serving sentences of ten years or more.\textsuperscript{50} The treatment of migrants in CAR prisons is shocking.\textsuperscript{51} Migrants suffer regular human rights violations in CAR prisons, including inadequate food, poor medical care, and mistreatment by guards.\textsuperscript{52} Also of note is that the migrants detained in CAR prisons are nearly all Latinos, and discrimination is rampant.\textsuperscript{53}

The fourth arm of the U.S. immigration detention system is state prisons and local jails, where migrants are held through either a contract with ICE or the U.S. Marshals Service,\textsuperscript{54} or on state criminal charges.\textsuperscript{55} A large percentage of migrants detained by ICE and the U.S. Marshals service are actually held in state and local prisons and jails.\textsuperscript{56} In terms of migrants held on state criminal charges, the majority of those charges are linked to the act of migration or a person’s status as a migrant.\textsuperscript{57} A number of U.S. states rely on state criminal law to prosecute migrants, including identity theft prosecutions when a migrant uses a social security number to obtain employment and trafficking laws that target the person trafficked on equal grounds as the person doing the trafficking.\textsuperscript{58}

This vast immigration prison system is incredibly expensive, and “financial incentives push toward ever-growing incarceration” of migrants.\textsuperscript{59} In 2020, ICE alone spent $3 billion on

\textsuperscript{48} García Hernández, supra note 14 at 250; Warehoused and Forgotten, supra note 29.
\textsuperscript{49} Yet, the Federal law criminalizing improper entry by an “alien” provides that the criminal sentence will be a fine or imprisonment of not more than 6 months, or both, and for “subsequent commission of any such offense, be fined ...or imprisoned not more than 2 years, or both.” 8 USCS. § 1325.
\textsuperscript{50} Blitzer, supra note 17.
\textsuperscript{51} See e.g., Warehoused and Forgotten, supra note 17, at 3-5.
\textsuperscript{52} Id.
\textsuperscript{53} See e.g., Blitzer, supra note 17; Warehoused and Forgotten, supra note 17, at 3.
\textsuperscript{54} See Immigration Detention in the United States by Agency, supra note 32, at 3.
\textsuperscript{55} See id.
\textsuperscript{56} See id. at 3, 10. The federal government pays state prisons and local jails to house these migrants. García Hernández, supra note 22, at 126. Cities, counties, and states pay almost nothing. Id. Therefore, these contracts are a huge financial boon. Id. at 126-27.
\textsuperscript{57} See García Hernández, supra note 14, at 247.
\textsuperscript{58} Id.
\textsuperscript{59} García Hernández , supra note 22, at 15, 126-233.
detention, and sixty-five percent of ICE detainees are held in private prisons. Beyond private financial interests and deeply rooted and widespread discrimination against brown and black migrants, it is unclear why the United States is spending billions of dollars on immigration prisons. Immigration prisons do not ensure greater public safety; the fallacy of the ‘dangerous immigrant’ has been debunked by data demonstrating that when the number of immigrants increases in a community, violent crime rates decline precipitously. Immigration prisons do not deter immigration to the United States; hundreds of thousands of migrants continue attempt to cross into the U.S. each month. Immigration prisons are not needed to enforce immigration law; studies have shown that when these migrants have access to counsel or case management support, they appear at immigration court hearings above ninety percent of the time.

---


61 GARCÍA HERNÁNDEZ, supra note 22, at 15.

62 See Morgan-Trostle, Zhang, & Lipscombe, supra note 7; GARCÍA HERNÁNDEZ, supra note 22, at 12-14; García Hernández, supra note 14, at 249.


64 See e.g., Emily Ryo, The unintended consequences of US immigration enforcement policies, 118 PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES 1 (May 17, 2021), https://www.pnas.org/content/118/21/e2103001118 (“survey results provide no evidence that a heightened awareness of these US immigration enforcement policies affects individuals’ intentions to migrate to the United States”); Emily Ryo, Detention as Deterrence, 71 STAN. L. REV. ONLINE (Mar. 2019), https://www.stanfordlawreview.org/online/detention-as-deterrence/(discussing hurdles to deterrence in the immigration law context); Ali Noorani, Brittney Nystrom, & Maurice Belanger, Immigration Reform, in THE NEW DEPORTATIONS DELIRIUM: INTERDISCIPLINARY RESPONSES 124-25 (2015) (discussing how many migrants “consider their attempt to cross illegally as an effort to return home, rather than to leave their homeland. While strong family ties normally decrease the probably of recidivism in the criminal justice system, for persons who are apprehended while attempting to cross the border illegally, family ties are a motivator for recidivism.”).

65 TRAC Immigration shows that in fiscal year 2020, around 10% of individuals with closed cases were granted relief, around 8.6% had their cases terminated and around 5% had their cases administratively closed. See Immigration Court Processing Time by Outcome, TRAC Immigration (2020), https://trac.syr.edu/phptools/immigration/court_backlog/court_proctime_outcome.php; Immigrants and Families Appear in Court: Setting the Record Straight, American Immigration Council (July 2019), https://www.americanimmigrationcouncil.org/sites/default/files/research/immigrants_and_families_appear_in_court_setting_the_record_straight.pdf; Evidence Shows that
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Alternatives to immigration prisons have proven effective at ensuring appearances at immigration court at a significantly lower cost to the taxpayer than detention.66 Many migrants have relatives in the United States ready to provide them with stable housing and other assistance, and migrants have strong incentives to appear for their hearings to seek the right to remain in the United States.67

There is no question that the lack of any valid purpose for caging hundreds of thousands of migrants per year, tortuous conditions, and obvious underlying racism mean that the U.S. immigration prison system is irreparably broken. Yet the United States continues to enact laws and policies wholeheartedly supporting immigration prisons.68 Each year, Congress passes a budget providing for more spending on immigration enforcement agencies than on all of its other principal criminal federal law enforcement agencies combined.69 As Professor César Cuauhtémoc García Hernández has put it, “[c]learly there remains a vast gulf between current reality and a future without immigration prisons.”70 At times it seems there is no way out of this hell we have created and perpetuated for migrants. However, as explained below, international human rights law provides hope and a path towards abolition of immigration prisons for the United States.

---

66 García Hernández, supra note 14.
67 Id.
68 See Kelly Lytle Hernández, supra note 22 (discussing the development of U.S. law on immigration detention from 1890s through the 1960s); Wong Wing v. United States, 163 U.S. 228, 235 (1896).
70 García Hernández, supra note 14, at 251.
III. International Human Rights Law Prohibits Immigration Prisons

Unlike U.S. law, international human rights law provides for a complete prohibition on immigration prisons. This section provides an overview of international human rights law relevant to immigration prisons.

In 2008, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (“IACHR”) held that migrants must not be detained in prisons. Then, in 2014, the U.N. Human Rights Committee, the treaty body that monitors implementation and publishes interpretation of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, stated that “[a]ny necessary detention [of migrants] should take place in appropriate, sanitary, non-punitive facilities and should not take place in prisons.” The U.N. Special Rapporteur on torture, an independent expert appointed by the U.N. Human Rights Council to examine issues relevant to the international prohibition on torture, other cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment or punishment, repeated this rule prohibiting immigration prisons in his thematic report on torture and of migrants in 2018.

---

71 See e.g., Michael Flynn, The Hidden Costs of Human Rights: The Case of Immigration Detention, Global Detention Project Working Paper No. 7 (Sept. 2013), https://www.refworld.org/docid/545b41570.html (discussing the former UN Special Rapporteur on torture Manfred Nowak’s 2009 arguments that migrants in detention were one of the most critical human rights challenges and putting those arguments into historic perspective).


76 A/HRC/37/50, supra note 2, at ¶ 18.
Today, international human rights law allows for the deprivation of liberty\textsuperscript{77} of adult migrants solely on the basis of immigration status \textit{only in exceptional cases}.\textsuperscript{78} Any detention of adult migrants “should be subject to the same criteria as are applicable to nationals,” including the requirements of legality, necessity, proportionality, and periodic review.\textsuperscript{79} Asylum seekers in particular may be detained just for a brief initial period to document their entry, record their claims, and determine their identity if it is in doubt.\textsuperscript{80} Detaining asylum seekers after that initial period violates international human rights law in the absence of particular reasons specific to the individual, such as an individualized likelihood of absconding, a danger of crimes against others, or a risk of acts against national security.\textsuperscript{81}

In those exceptional circumstances where migrants are legally deprived of their liberty under international human rights law, the detention conditions must align with the Nelson Mandela Rules,\textsuperscript{82} taking into account any personal vulnerability due to factors such as migration status, age, gender, disability, medical condition, previous trauma, or membership in a minority group.\textsuperscript{83} In addition, the inability of the government to carry out the deportation of a migrant never justifies indefinite detention under international human rights law.\textsuperscript{84}

\textsuperscript{77} Under international law, regardless of the name given to the place where a migrant is detained and its categorization under national law, “the decisive question for its qualification as ‘deprivation of liberty’ is whether or not migrants are free to leave.” \textit{See id.}; CCPR/C/GC/35, supra note 74, at ¶ 18. Notice that under international law, there is no distinction between civil and criminal detention and no need to examine \textit{why} a migrant is detained. Rather, any deprivation of liberty based solely on immigration status is allowed only in exceptional circumstances.

\textsuperscript{78} A/HRC/37/50, supra note 2, at ¶ 65(c); Comm. Against Torture, General Comment No. 4 (2017) on the implementation of article 3 of the Convention in the context of article 22, U.N. Doc. CAT/C/GC/4, Art. 3, § 12 (Sept. 4, 2018), \url{https://undocs.org/en/CAT/C/GC/4}.

\textsuperscript{79} A/HRC/37/50, supra note 2, at ¶ 65(c); CCPR/C/GC/35, supra note 74, at ¶ 18.

\textsuperscript{80} A/HRC/37/50 supra note 2, at ¶ 22; CCPR/C/GC/35, supra note 74, at ¶ 18.

\textsuperscript{81} Id.


\textsuperscript{83} A/HRC/37/50, supra note 2, at ¶ 65(c).

\textsuperscript{84} A/HRC/37/50, supra note 2, at ¶ 22; CCPR/C/GC/35, supra note 74, at ¶ 18.
Moreover, no matter how brief, any deprivation of liberty of migrant children based solely on migration status is prohibited under international human rights law. In 2015, then U.N. Special Rapporteur on torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, Juan Mendez, stated that “States should, expeditiously and completely, cease the detention of children, with or without their parents, on the basis of their immigration status.”

This was the first time a U.N. official had called for the complete prohibition on depriving children of their liberty on the basis of their immigration status for any period of time.

Under international human rights law, it is also now clear that the deprivation of liberty of both children or adults based solely on migration status may also amount to torture. The current U.N. Special Rapporteur on torture has identified several situations

---


86 Under international law, regardless of the name given to the place where a migrant is detained and its categorization under national law, “the decisive question for its qualification as ‘deprivation of liberty’ is whether or not migrants are free to leave.” See A/HRC/37/50, *supra* note 2, at ¶ 18; CCPR/C/GC/35, *supra* note 74, at ¶ 18.

87 *See A/HRC/37/50, supra* note 2, at ¶ 14. *See also* U.N. Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, U.N. Doc. A/RES/39/46 Art. 1, ¶ 1, Dec. 10, 1984, 1465 U.N.T.S. 85 (entered into force June 26, 1987) (hereinafter “CAT”) (“the term ‘torture’ means any act by which severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted on a person for such purposes as obtaining from him or a third person information or a confession, punishing him for an act he or a third person has committed or is suspected of having committed, or intimidating or coercing him or a third person, or for any reason based on discrimination of any kind, when such pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the instigation of or with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an official capacity.”).
where the detention of migrants is likely to amount to torture, including when migrants are
detained for the purposes of: 1) deterring, intimidating, or punishing migrants or their families;
2) coercing migrants to withdraw their requests for asylum or other immigration status; 3)
coercing migrants to agree to voluntary repatriation; 4) coercing migrants to provide
information or fingerprints; 5) extorting money or sexual acts from migrants; and 6) reasons
based on discrimination of any kind, including discrimination based on immigration status.88

While the United States generally likes to eschew its international human rights
obligations,89 it has signed and ratified the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights90
and the Convention Against Torture.91 Therefore, the aforementioned international human
rights law should apply fully in the United States. In addition, as a member of the United
Nations, the United States is obligated to and has chosen to take part in the Universal Periodic
Review process, as described more fully below.92

88 A/HRC/37/50, supra note 2, at ¶¶ 20, 28, 29. See also U.N. Committee Against Torture, General
supra note 78; CAT, supra note 87, Art. 1; International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, U.N. Doc.
1976) (“ICCPR”).
89 The United States ratifies human rights treaties, it enters reservations, understandings and
declarations, which it then uses as an excuse to avoid implementing international human rights
protections to the fullest extent necessary. For example, the United States entered a declaration when it
ratified the ICCPR stating that “[t]he United States considers itself bound by Article 7 to the extent that
“cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment” means the cruel and unusual treatment or
punishment prohibited by the Fifth, Eighth and/or Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution of the
congress.gov/treaty-document/95th-congress/20/resolution-text. For more on reservations,
understandings, and declarations, see e.g., AM. UNIV. WASH. COL. OF LAW, CTR. FOR HUMAN RIGHTS &
HUMANITARIAN LAW, HUMAN RIGHTS IN THE U.S.: A HANDBOOK FOR LEGAL AID ATTORNEYS
90 ICCPR, supra note 88. See Status of Ratification of 18 Human Rights Treaties, U.N. Office of the
High Commissioner on Human Rights, https://indicators.ohchr.org/ (hereinafter “Status of
Ratification”).
91 CAT, supra note 87. See Status of Ratification, supra note 90. The United States has also ratified the
Charter of the Organization of American States, which requires its compliance and cooperation with the
Inter-American Commission on Human Rights. See Charter of the Organization of American States,
Signatories and Ratifications, Organization of American States,
92 The United States ratified the United Nations Charter shortly after it was finalized in 1945. See U.N.
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IV. The Universal Periodic Review and U.N. Recommendations Regarding U.S. Immigration Prisons

The U.S. human rights record has been reviewed by the United Nations through the Universal Periodic Review (“UPR”) process three times so far. The first cycle of the UPR for the United States was in 2010, the second cycle in 2015, and the third in 2020. This section begins with a brief overview of the UPR process and moves on to analyze the UPR recommendations regarding U.S. immigration prisons, and the U.S. response to those recommendations, from each of the three UPR cycles.

The UPR was established by the U.N. General Assembly in 2006. The human rights record of each U.N. member nation state is reviewed every four and a half years through the UPR. The UPR is an interactive process led by the U.N. Human Rights Council and provides
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*Id.*

*See A/RES/60/251, supra note 92.*

*The UPR will assess the extent to which States respect their human rights obligations set out in: (1) the UN Charter; (2) the Universal Declaration of Human Rights; (3) human rights instruments to which the State is party (human rights treaties ratified by the State concerned); (4) voluntary pledges and commitments made by the State (e.g. national human rights policies and/or programmes implemented); and (5) applicable international humanitarian law. Basic Facts about the UPR, U.N. Office of the High Commissioner on Human Rights, Human Rights Bodies, [https://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBodies/UPR/Pages/BasicFacts.aspx](https://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBodies/UPR/Pages/BasicFacts.aspx). See Cycles of the Universal Periodic Review, U.N. Office of the High Commissioner on Human Rights, Human Rights Bodies, [https://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBodies/UPR/__Pages/CyclesUPR.aspx](https://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBodies/UPR/__Pages/CyclesUPR.aspx).
each U.N. member with the opportunity “to declare what actions they have taken to improve the human rights situations in their countries and to fulfill their human rights obligations.”\footnote{Id.}

To begin the UPR process, the U.N. Human Rights Council forms a working group for each nation being reviewed.\footnote{Id.} The working group then collects information provided by the nation under review, which takes the form of a “national report.”\footnote{Id.} The working group also collects relevant information from the reports of U.N. Human Rights Mechanisms and other U.N. entities as well as information provided by other stakeholders including non-government organizations and civil society.\footnote{Id.} The nation under review is then scheduled for an interactive, live discussion in Geneva.\footnote{Id.} During that interactive discussion, the working group members, as well as also any other U.N. member who wishes, pose questions, make comments, or give recommendations to the nation under review.\footnote{Id.} The working group then issues a report, which includes recommendations—ways to improve the human rights record—for the nation under review.\footnote{Id.} Lastly, the nation under review has a chance to respond to those recommendations.\footnote{Id.}

When President Biden took office, the U.S. human rights record had just been reviewed by the U.N. through the Universal Periodic Review process for the third time.\footnote{Id.}

During the first cycle of the UPR of the United States in 2010, there was little attention paid to immigration prisons.\footnote{Id.} In fact, only two recommendations mentioned immigration
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detention.\textsuperscript{107} Switzerland recommended that the United States “[i]ncarcerate immigrants only exceptionally” and Brazil recommended that the United States “[r]econsider alternatives to the detention of migrants”.\textsuperscript{108} In response to Switzerland’s recommendation, the United States unhelpfully stated “we endeavor not to detain irregular immigrants unnecessarily, but our statutes, policies, and practices result in detention other than in ‘exceptional circumstances.’”\textsuperscript{109} The United States chose to support Brazil’s recommendation in full.\textsuperscript{110}

By 2015, a bit more attention was being paid by the international community to immigration prisons in the United States, particularly with regard to the separation of migrant children from their parents.\textsuperscript{111} During the second UPR of the United States in 2015, Sweden recommended that the United States “[h]alt the detention of immigrant families and children, seek alternatives to detention and end use of detention for reason of deterrence.”\textsuperscript{112} Brazil repeated its 2010 recommendation to “[c]onsider alternatives to the detention of migrants.”\textsuperscript{113} Thailand recommended that the United States “[t]reat migrant children in detention with due respect to human rights...”\textsuperscript{114} In addition, Paraguay recommended that the right to family reunification of migrants held in detention be guaranteed.\textsuperscript{115}

In response to the 2015 recommendations, the United States supported in full the recommendation to reconsider alternatives to the detention of migrants, this time explaining

\textsuperscript{108} Id.\
\textsuperscript{110} Id. at ¶ 16.\
\textsuperscript{112} Id. at ¶ 176.252.\textsuperscript{113} Id. at ¶ 176.253.\textsuperscript{114} Id. at ¶ 176.254.\textsuperscript{115} Id. at ¶ 176.338.
that “[w]e actively utilize alternatives to detention where appropriate, and are working to shorten detention families may face while their immigration proceedings are resolved.”

The United States also fully supported Thailand’s recommendation. In response to both Sweden and Paraguay, the United States confusingly stated it supported those recommendations in part, noting that “[w]e support this recommendation insofar as it recommends compliance with our international human rights obligations.”

Finally, during the third UPR of the United States in 2020, the international community brought a great deal of attention to immigration prisons. The vast majority of the recommendations focusing on migrants focused on the detention of migrants. China recommended that the United States “[s]top incarcerating migrants, including migrant children.” Iran stated that the United States should “[s]top separating young children from their migrant parents and putting them in cages.” Other recommendations focused on the conditions of immigration prisons, alternatives to detention, and the use of detention as a punitive measure to deter migration.

After President Biden was inaugurated, his administration had the chance to draft the U.S. response to those UPR recommendations. The new administration’s response, dated March 4, 2021, was a disappointing mix of false hopes and outright lies. The U.S. response stated that the “U.S. is committed to safe, humane, and lawful immigration enforcement, including access to asylum and family unity...” However, what is happening in immigration
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121 See id. at ¶¶ 333, 337, 342, 343, 346.
122 See id. at ¶¶ 335, 337, 340.
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124 See A/HRC/46/15/Add.1, supra note 24.
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One of the greatest human tragedies of our time is not safe or humane. Children are still being caged and separated from their families. In addition, under international human rights law it is never “humane”, and may amount to torture, when a person is deprived of their liberty based solely on their immigration status.

The Biden administration also claimed to support, at least in part, the recommendations to stop incarcerating migrant children. At the same time, however, the Biden administration plainly lied in stating that “…[w]hen non-citizen children are placed in government custody, we ensure they are placed in the least restrictive setting and treated in a safe, dignified, and secure manner.” The Biden administration also pointed out that the Executive branch is bound by laws made by Congress regarding the detention of migrant children. Yet, obviously, putting children in cages is not the least restrictive of custody settings, and under no circumstances can putting children in cages be considered safe for their mental health or dignified. In addition, nowhere in its response did the Biden administration specifically indicate any support for ending the incarceration of adult migrants.

The new administration’s responses on immigration prisons were even more disappointing given that the administration was willing to commit to big, seemingly impossibly idealistic goals in regard to other human rights issues. For example, in its response to China’s
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126 See Section I, supra.
127 See e.g., Jervis, supra note 4. The U.S. made excuses regarding the separation of children from their parents in detention as well, including stating that “there are certain rare circumstances under U.S. law where a separation is necessary, such as for the safety and well-being of the child.” A/HRC/46/15/Add.1, supra note 24, at ¶ 19. In fact, under U.S. law, when a migrant is detained on federal criminal charges, they are separated from any children traveling with them because the children cannot be detained in federal prisons. See Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act, Pub. L. No. 93-415, 42 U.S.C. §§ 5601 et seq., § 233(13).
128 See Section III, supra.
129 A/HRC/46/15/Add.1, supra note 24, at ¶ 19.
130 Id. at ¶ 18. In April 2021, a month after the U.S. response to the UPR recommendations was submitted to the U.N., the Biden Administration immigration detention facility used during the Trump administration in Carrizo Spring, Texas, to put more unaccompanied migrant children in cages at the border. See e.g., Number of Migrant Children Detained at Border Has Tripled in Two Weeks, supra note 3.
131 A/HRC/46/15/Add.1, supra note 24, at ¶ 19.
recommendation “to eliminate rich poor polarization and social inequality,” the United States stated “we support the part of this recommendation asking us to work towards the ideal of equality...”\textsuperscript{132} In addition, it is not like the Biden administration considers itself bound to U.S. law as it stands on all human rights issues. In response to Romania’s recommendation that the United States explore mandatory paid minimum maternity leave, the U.S. stated “[w]e support exploring possible legislation...”\textsuperscript{133}

There was little to lose for the Biden administration if it had chosen to set big goals and bring the U.S. treatment of migrants in line with human rights law; there is no enforcement of commitments made and very little domestic attention given to what the United States does during the UPR process.\textsuperscript{134} Moreover, there was a lot to gain in taking a stand on such an important human rights issue as the abolition of immigration prisons. The Biden administration has stated that it wants to reengage fully with the U.N. Human Rights Council,\textsuperscript{135} and it sees the United States as a leader in promoting democracy, human rights, and equality around the world as well as at home.\textsuperscript{136}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{132} A/HRC/406/15/Add.1, supra note 24, at ¶ 13.
\textsuperscript{133} Id. at ¶ 1, 13 (“Some recommendations ask us to achieve an ideal, e.g., end discrimination or police brutality, and others request action not entirely within the power of our Federal Executive Branch, e.g., adopt legislation, ratify treaties, or act at the state level. We support or support in part these recommendations when we share their ideals, are making serious efforts to achieve their goals, and intend to continue doing so. Nonetheless, we recognize, realistically, that the United States may never completely accomplish what is described in these recommendations’ literal terms.”).
\textsuperscript{136} See e.g., Antony Blinken, Secretary of State, U.S. Decision To Reengage with the UN Human Rights Council, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE, PRESS RELEASES (Feb. 8, 2021), https://www.state.gov/u-s-decision-
The United States also has a history of successfully taking the lead in human rights standard-setting on other issues, such as Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer, and Intersex rights. U.S. leadership has helped to dramatically shape international human rights law and influenced law and policy around the globe. If the Biden administration had been willing to commit to exploring the idea of abolishing immigration prisons, that would have likely gone far in promoting similar human rights commitments to be made by other countries around the globe. Yet, in the context of the UPR, the Biden administration was even unwilling to recognize that U.S. law and practice regarding immigration detention violates human rights law, let alone commit to the progressive realization of a full spectrum of human rights for migrants.

The Biden administration missed an important opportunity in its response to the U.N. Human Rights Council’s recommendations. The Biden administration could have forged a path towards the abolition of immigration prisons in the United States and beyond. The administration could have also made itself out to be a world leader regarding migrant’s rights and the prohibition against torture; the administration could have simultaneously signaled that
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138 See Fact Sheet 33: Frequently Asked Questions on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, U.N. OFFICE OF THE HIGH COMMISSIONER ON HUMAN RIGHTS, https://www.ohchr.org/documents/publications/factsheet33en.pdf (“...an immediate obligation to take appropriate steps towards the full realization of economic, social and cultural rights. A lack of resources cannot justify inaction or indefinite postponement of measures to implement these rights. States must demonstrate that they are making every effort to improve the enjoyment of economic, social and cultural rights, even when resources are scarce.”).
its expectations were changing regarding U.S. diplomacy and immigration policy abroad as well as a desire to shift domestic immigration policy in the United States. And the low-stakes context of the UPR was the perfect place to take that first step towards abolition of U.S. immigration prisons.

V. Conclusion

The ongoing terrible things happening in U.S. immigration prisons today make it clear that the system is irretrievably broken. There is no reforming the tortuous system, no amount of training that will prevent further harm or deaths, and no way to undo the generations of harm that has already been wrought. No human being should ever suffer the human rights violations being perpetrated every day in immigration prisons in the United States.

The Biden administration has a duty under international human rights law, as well as a moral obligation to the U.S. public, to recognize the human rights violations occurring under its watch in immigration prisons. Furthermore, the United States has a duty to ensure the progressive realization of the full spectrum of human rights of migrants, including the prohibition of immigration prisons. In future interactions with international human rights fora, the Biden administration should agree to explore immigration prison abolition policy and legislation, with the eventual goal of implementing a complete prohibition on all immigration prisons.